Abstract. Current studies demonstrate that cooperative communication between secondary users (SUs) can improve spectrum diversity in cognitive radio (CR) networks. However, any selfish SU in decentralized networks will not help other SU relay information with its otherwise wasted spectrum holes for nothing because the extra energy consumption will limit its own performance. In this paper, we investigate decentralized power allocation for cooperative CR networks. In our system, SU transmitters have the ability to transmit their own data and relay information for each other. Both SU transmit-receive (T-R) pairs aim at achieving optimal performance by consuming the same amount of energy under the transmit power and the primary user (PU) interference constraints. This power allocation problem can be formulated as a bargaining game, and the Nash bargaining solution (NBS) method is utilized to solve this problem. Numerical simulations and comparisons are presented to illustrate that the NBS power allocation achieve better fairness compared with the maximal sum rate scheme. And the NBS power allocation is efficient in that both SU T-R pairs perform better than if they work independently.
Introduction
As wireless communications continue to grow, the spectrum resources become more and more limited and valuable. However, a lot of licensed spectrum bands are still underutilized most of time. Cognitive radio (CR) [1] was proposed as the means to promote the efficient utilization of the spectrum by identifying unused licensed spectrum bands (spectrum holes) and exploiting them. Studies [2] - [3] have shown that spectrum holes may vary with different secondary users (SUs). Moreover, the traffic demands of SUs also can be quite different. Therefore, how to handle the unbalanced spectrum usage in cognitive radio networks (CRNs) to fulfill the heterogeneous traffic demands from SUs is an important problem.
The application of the cooperative technique can solve this problem to a great extent. By utilizing a SU which has rich spectrum holes as helper, to relay other SU's traffic with their otherwise wasted spectrum, the latter SU's performance can be significantly improved and communication can be established between a pair of SUs even if they have no common available bands [2] . Based on the research of [2] , cooperative technique used for spectrum sharing has been studied in [3] - [6] . Among them, [3] developed power and channel allocation approaches for cooperative relay in CRNs. With the aim of achieving maximum throughput of the source, [6] studied the methods on relay selection and power allocation. In [4] , a cognitive space-time-frequency coding technique was proposed. However, all these studies are based on the assumption that all SUs cooperate in centralized networks, which is not reasonable for selfish SUs in distributed CRNs. This is because relaying on abundant spectrum holes represents a cost of energy. A selfish SU only wants to consume its energy to optimize its own performance and will not act as a relay for nothing. Hence, in order to guarantee spontaneously cooperation in distributed CRNs, how to allocate power fairly and efficiently is an important problem.
Game theory is natural and powerful tool to tackle this kind of problem. In this area, [7] - [9] studied the problem of how a relay should allocate its power or bandwidth resource among multiple competing users, and [10] studied how to gain the highest profit for a user by selling its resource to other user.
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Compared with the studies in [7] - [10] , we consider a symmetric model where two SU transmitter can transmit their own data and relay information for each other simultaneously, so each SU transmitter can trade its power resource for each other's relaying without price mechanism. We also consider the potential interference with primary users (PUs), which is very important to CRNs. Since both SU transmit-receive (T-R) pairs aim at achieving optimal performance by consuming the same amount of energy under the transmit power and the PU interference constraints. We can formulate this Power allocation problem as a bargaining game, and a unique solution of this game can be found by Nash bargaining solution (NBS).
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we describe the symmetric cooperative system model. In Section III, we formulate the power allocation problem as a two-person bargaining game and find the NBS of the game. In Section IV, we present simulation results. Finally, we conclude this paper in Section V.
System Model Description
A four-node cooperative cognitive radio system model is illustrated in Fig.1 . SU transmitters t1 and t2 regard SU receivers r1 and r2 as their destination respectively. We refer to a node pair including a source si (i=1, 2) and its destination di as a SU pair i. The CR system coexists with a primary system and each SU node has sensed its available spectrum holes before data transmission. For the sake of simplicity, we assume that ti, ri and tj (j=2 if i=1, and j=1 if i=2) have common channel CHi, so there is not only direct source-destination link but also source-relay-destination link in our system model. Node sj can help relay information for SU pair i and vice versa with discontiguous OFDM (D-OFDM) [2] which is adopted as the physical-layer technique at SU nodes s1 and s2. Without loss of generality, we assume that each channel has unit channel bandwidth to facilitate our discussion. We also assume the channel gains are known at all the SU nodes and constant during a time slot. Suppose that the amplify-and-forward (AF) relaying protocol is employed in this paper. An AF cooperative transmission procedure of SU pair i occurs in one frame. Each transmission frame has a length of T seconds and consists of two time slots. Because of the symmetry of the two SU pairs, we will only analyze SU pair 1's performance.
In the first time slot, SU source node s1 broadcasts its own information to both node d1 and s2 over CH1. The received signal
where p s1 [1] is the transmission power of s1,
is the channel gain from node s1 to node d1, X s1 [1] is the transmitted data symbol of s1, and (2) In the second time slot, to trade for node s1's relaying, SU node s2 is willing to amplify 
is the transmitted signal from node s2 to node d1 which is normalized to have unit energy. We assume the noises in different channels are independent and identically distributed (i.i. is the SNR that results from the direct transmission from node s1 to node d1 in the first time slot. Here, we use the channel capacity to represent the performance of each SU pair in our cooperative system. The resultant cooperative channel capacity of SU pair 1 can be expressed as
The coefficient 1/2 in (8) is due to the fact that the transmission time of a SU pair will occupy two time slots. If SU node s1 refuses to relay SU node s2's signal, s2 has no reason to act as a relay for s1. SU pair s1 will work independently, so the noncooperative channel capacity of SU pair 1 is
In practical networks, users' transmission powers are limited and each node has several discrete power levels for transmission. Assume both SU source nodes have L transmit power levels,
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. Meanwhile, users are also energy limited by the battery capacity. To keep within the energy limit, we suppose there is a frame energy constraint for node s1, i.e.
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ss pTpT E +≤ (10) where E is the frame energy constraint for both SU source nodes. Furthermore, only limited interference with primary systems is allowed in CR systems. Thus, to prevent SUs from causing severe interference to PUs, the transmission powers of s1 and s2 must also satisfy (14) where I 1 , I 2 are the acceptable interference powers of primary users over CH1 and CH2, respectively, which can be determined according to their QoS requirements.
Problem Formulation and Game Model
Since mobile users in practical networks are energy limited, we assume both SU pairs aim at maximizing their cooperative channel capacity by consuming the same amount of energy. Based on the former analysis, we define the cooperation strategy of SU pair i as the transmission power of si, [1] si p , and the cooperative transmission power, [2] si p . From (6), (7) and (8), we notice that the cooperative channel capacity of SU pair 1, C 1 is determined by not only its own strategy 1 [1] s p in the first time slot, but also the strategy 2 [2] s p of SU pair 2 in the second time slot. Due to the symmetry of our model, the capacity of SU pair 2 is also determined by the strategy of SU pair 1 and itself. The cooperative strategy reflects that the rational decision made by one SU pair will definitely affect the other SU pair's choice.
Since both SU pairs aim at maximizing their capacity, they have to share their power resource to seek cooperative relaying, which means both SU pairs would like to negotiate with each other and reach an agreement on how to allocate the power resource. We formulate this power allocation problem as a cooperative game, i.e., the power allocation game (PAG). Through this game, a payoff allocation which is said to be Pareto optimal can be achieved and the two specified network objectives efficiency and fairness can be implemented.
Formally, let K={1, 2} be the set of players (SU pairs) in the PAG. We define the set of feasible payoffs for SU pair i as U . That ensures a SU pair would participate in cooperative relaying only if the capacity achieved through cooperation will be higher than that achieved through noncooperation by utilizing the same amount of energy. Denote the set of feasible payoffs that both cooperative SU pairs can get as Q= {R= (R 1 , R 2 ) |R 1 ∈ Q 1 , R 2 ∈ Q 2 }. The game {K, Q} is a bargaining problem if and only if Q is a convex subset of Q K [11] , which means for any 0 ≤ θ ≤ For any 0 ≤ θ ≤ 1, we then have
From (17) and (18) By the same method, we can also prove that 222 (1)
αβ θθ +−∈ RRQ , and then 12 (,) RR = R is a convex set. We have proved that the proposed PAG is indeed a two-person bargaining problem. The unique solution of the PAG can be solved by using the Nash bargaining solution (NBS) method [12] . Thus, the NBS strategy profile of both cooperative SU pairs can be found by solving the following maximization problem **** 112212 [1] , [2] Although a closed-form solution for problem (20) exists, it is omitted here because of the limitation of the space. Note that (20) is a combinatorial problem in nature which involves four discrete variables. A numerical algorithm can be used to search the NBS of the PAG with a computation complexity of O(N2). The knowledge required by a node to perform the PAG and to use the maximal ratio combining (MRC) is the channel state information (CSI), which includes that for source-destination, source-relay, and relay-destination channels of its own and the partner. This information can be acquired by the dedicated feedback channels. Here, we assume the channels are slow fading and remain constant over any time slot. Therefore all channel gains are fixed during the time of interest.
Simulation Results
In this section, we present simulation results of the proposed games. To evaluate the fairness and efficiency performances of the game, we compare the NBS power allocations with the maximal-rate optimization. The objective of the maximal-rate optimization is to maximize the overall system rate. This requires that all user nodes are fully cooperative. The maximal-rate cooperative resource allocation can be achieved by solving the following optimization problem , respectively. A simulated system is illustrated in Fig.2 . We locate the Source 1 at (0,0), Destination 1 at (1500,0), and Destination 2 at (-1000,0), and fix the x coordinate of Source 2 at x=500 while increase its y coordinate from -600 to 600.
Let Y 2 denote the y coordinate of Source 2. It can be find in fig.2 that PAG only has a little system throughput loss than Max Rate, and it can be see clearly that the both users in PAG have more balanced capacity than in Max Rate. 
Conclusions
In this paper, we have analyzed the cooperation behavior of selfish user nodes in cooperative CR communication networks. We formulate the energy-efficient resource allocation problem among two cooperating node pairs as cooperative game, and use the Nash bargaining solution (NBS) method to obtain the solution of the game. By comparing with the maximal-rate optimization scheme, simulation results show the NBS resource allocation is efficient in that the performance loss of the NBS to that of the maximal-rate optimization is small while the maximal-rate scheme is extremely unfair. The simulation results also show that the NBS resource allocation is fair in that both nodes could experience better performance than they work independently.
